Felicity Jane Digital Launches New Site for Sunshine Coast
Chamber Alliance
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SUNSHINE COAST, Australia - April 20, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- Felicity Jane Digital, one of the
country's leading full-service web design and development agencies, announced the completion and
launch of a brand-new website for the Sunshine Coast Chamber Alliance. With more than 30,000
small companies registered on the Sunshine Coast, the area has been called the "entrepreneurship
capital of Australia," given how many residents own and operate their own businesses.
Driven by a deep dedication to helping small businesses succeed, Felicity Jane offers a full range of
digital design, development, and marketing services that leverage cutting-edge technologies and
strategies to produce leads and results. The new Sunshine Coast Chamber Alliance website will
help that highly effective organization support and empower even more businesses in the area.
Entirely mobile friendly and highly optimized for performance and search engine visibility, this major
project reflects the quality of work that has helped make Felicity Jane one of the most highly
regarded digital agencies in the region, as shown in reviews collected at felicityjane.com.au.
"We're happy to report that the new Sunshine Coast Chamber Alliance website is now online," said
Jane Cluff, founder and owner of Felicity Jane Digital. "It was a true honor to tackle this important
project, because we have long admired the important work the Chamber Alliance carries out. Most
of what we do here at Felicity Jane aims at helping small businesses succeed and grow, so being
able to take on this project was especially meaningful. As the founder and owner of a business
myself, I love the entrepreneurial spirit that runs so strongly through the Sunshine Coast. We're
proud to be able to help the Sunshine Coast Chamber Alliance in its important, highly productive
mission."
In addition to being one of Australia's fastest-growing areas, the Sunshine Coast of Queensland is
also a major destination for tourists, with the region of about 300,000 year-round residents attracting
more than 3.2 million visitors annually. These factors and others have combined to make the
Sunshine Coast one of the most hospitable places in Australia to small businesses and
entrepreneurs, with programs like the Innovation Centre at the University of the Sunshine Coast
encouraging further momentum.
The Sunshine Coast Chamber Alliance brings together Chambers of Commerce from across the
area to coordinate their efforts and develop a wider perspective that better reflects and serves the
interests of businesses all across the region. As one of Australia's most highly regarded full-service
digital design and development agencies, Felicity Jane was in December of last year awarded the
contract to develop a new website for the group. Funded by the Sunshine Coast Council's grants
program, the new website is online now at sunshinecoastchamberalliance.com.au. Those interested
can learn more about Felicity Jane Digital at https://www.felicityjane.com.au.
About Felicity Jane Digital:
Dedicated to helping small businesses all over the Sunshine Coast succeed, Felicity Jane Digital
offers a full range of web design, development, and marketing services that produce real returns on
investment.
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